
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

15-Mar 5:31 GBP Rightmove HPI m/m
It's a leading indicator of the housing industry's health because rising

house prices attract investors and spur industry activity;
0.00% 0.50%

15-Mar 12:30 EUR German WPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when wholesalers charge

more for goods and services the higher costs are usually passed on to

the consumer;

0.70% 2.10%

15-Mar All Day EUR Eurogroup Meetings

The Eurogroup coordinates economic policies of the 19 euro area

member states, and their initiatives and decisions can have a

widespread effect on the Eurozone's economic health;

0 0

15-Mar 18:00 USD Empire State Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment;

14.6 12.1

15-Mar 20:00 GBP CB Leading Index m/m
Change in the level of a composite index based on 7 economic

indicators;
0.00% -0.50%

16-Mar 1:30 USD TIC Long-Term Purchases

Demand for domestic securities and currency demand are directly

linked because foreigners must buy the domestic currency to purchase

the nation's securities;

107.3B 121.0B

16-Mar 13:15 EUR French Final CPI m/m Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers; -0.10% -0.10%
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

16-Mar 15:30 EUR ZEW Economic Sentiment

It's a leading indicator of economic health - investors and analysts are

highly informed by virtue of their job, and changes in their sentiment

can be an early signal of future economic activity;

72 69.6

16-Mar 15:30 EUR German ZEW Economic Sentiment

It's a leading indicator of economic health - investors and analysts are

highly informed by virtue of their job, and changes in their sentiment

can be an early signal of future economic activity;

74 71.2

16-Mar All Day EUR ECOFIN Meetings
ECOFIN is the Eurozone's broadest financial decision making body. The

council coordinates economic policies of the 28 member states
0.00% 0.00%

16-Mar 18:00 USD Core Retail Sales m/m
Change in the total value of sales at the retail level, excluding

automobiles;
0.20% 5.90%

16-Mar 18:00 USD Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity;
-0.50% 5.30%

16-Mar 18:00 USD Import Prices m/m
It contributes to inflation for businesses and consumers, especially

those who rely heavily on imported goods and services;
1.10% 1.40%

16-Mar 18:45 USD Capacity Utilization Rate

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when producers are

nearing full capacity they respond by raising prices, and the higher

costs are usually passed on to the consumer;

75.40% 75.60%

16-Mar 18:45 USD Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with consumer 

conditions such as employment levels and earnings;

0.40% 0.90%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

16-Mar 19:30 USD Business Inventories m/m
It's a signal of future business spending because companies are more

likely to purchase goods once they have depleted inventories;
0.30% 0.60%

16-Mar 19:30 USD NAHB Housing Market Index Level of a diffusion index based on surveyed home builders; 84 84

17-Mar All Day EUR Dutch Parliamentary Election 0.00% 0 0

17-Mar 15:30 EUR Final CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate;

0.90% 0.90%

17-Mar 15:30 EUR Final Core CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate;

1.10% 1.10%

17-Mar Tentative EUR German 30-y Bond Auction
Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates.
0.00% 0.10|1.3

17-Mar 18:00 USD Building Permits
It's an excellent gauge of future construction activity because obtaining

a permit is among the first steps in constructing a new building;
1.72M 1.88M

17-Mar 18:00 USD Housing Starts

It's a leading indicator of economic health because building

construction produces a wide-reaching ripple effect. For example, jobs

are created for the construction workers

1.56M 1.58M



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

17-Mar 20:00 USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility;

0.00% 13.8M

17-Mar 23:30 USD FOMC Economic Projections
It's the primary tool the Fed uses to communicate their economic and

monetary projections to investors;
0 0

17-Mar 23:30 USD FOMC Statement
It's the primary tool the FOMC uses to communicate with investors

about monetary policy.
0.00% 0.00%

17-Mar 23:30 USD Federal Funds Rate

Short term interest rates are the paramount factor in currency

valuation - traders look at most other indicators merely to predict how

rates will change in the future;

<0.25% <0.25%

18-Mar 0:00 USD FOMC Press Conference
It's among the primary methods the Fed uses to communicate with

investors regarding monetary policy.
0.00% 0.00%

18-Mar 14:30 EUR Italian Trade Balance
Difference in value between imported and exported goods during the

reported month;
0.00% 6.84B

18-Mar 15:30 EUR Trade Balance
Difference in value between imported and exported goods and services

during the reported month;
28.3B 27.5B

18-Mar 16:30 GBP MPC Member Cunliffe Speaks

BOE MPC members vote on where to set the nation's key interest rates

and their public engagements are often used to drop subtle clues

regarding future monetary policy;

0.00% 0.00%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

18-Mar 17:30 GBP MPC Official Bank Rate Votes
The BOE's MPC meeting minutes contain the interest rate vote for each

MPC member during the most recent meeting.
0-0-9 0-0-9

18-Mar 17:30 GBP Monetary Policy Summary
It's among the primary tools the MPC uses to communicate with

investors about monetary policy.
0.00% 0.00%

18-Mar 17:30 GBP Official Bank Rate

Short term interest rates are the paramount factor in currency

valuation - traders look at most other indicators merely to predict how

rates will change in the future;

0.10% 0.10%

18-Mar 17:30 GBP Asset Purchase Facility
It increases demand for bonds which usually leads to lower long-term

interest rates;
895B 895B

18-Mar 18:00 USD Philly Fed Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment;

23.9 23.1

18-Mar 18:00 USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions.

700K 712K

18-Mar 19:30 USD CB Leading Index m/m
Change in the level of a composite index based on 10 economic

indicators;
0.30% 0.50%

18-Mar 20:00 USD Natural Gas Storage
Change in the number of cubic feet of natural gas held in underground

storage during the past week;
0.00% -52B

19-Mar 5:31 GBP GfK Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending, which

accounts for a majority of overall economic activity;
-20 -23



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

19-Mar 5:31 GBP GfK Consumer Confidence
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending, which

accounts for a majority of overall economic activity;
-20 -23

19-Mar 12:30 EUR German PPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when manufacturers

charge more for goods the higher costs are usually passed on to the

consumer;

0.80% 1.40%

19-Mar 12:30 GBP Public Sector Net Borrowing

Difference in value between spending and income for public

corporations, the central government, and local governments during

the previous month;

20.0B 8.0B



Germany's consumer price inflation accelerated in February as estimated initially, latest figures from Destatis showed. The consumer price index rose 1.3 percent year-on-

year following a 1.0 percent increase in January, in line with the flash estimate. Prices rose for a second straight month. Compared to the previous month, the CPI climbed

0.7 percent in February after a 0.8 percent increase in January. That also matched the initial estimate. Inflation based on the EU measure of HICP was steady at 1.6 percent

in February, in line with the flash reading. The HICP rose 0.6 percent month-on-month in February, matching the initial estimate. Energy prices rose 0.3 percent annually

after a 2.3 percent fall in the previous month. Food prices climbed 1.4 percent following a 2.2 percent increase in January.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

Consumer sentiment in the U.S. improved by much more than anticipated in the month of March, according to preliminary data released by the University of Michigan. The

University of Michigan said its consumer sentiment index jumped to 83.0 in March after dipping to 76.8 in February. With the much bigger than expected increase, the

consumer sentiment index reached its highest level since hitting 89.1 in March of 2020. The report showed the current economic conditions index surged up to 91.5 in March

from 86.2 in February, while the index of consumer expectations spiked to 77.5 from 70.7. With regard to inflation, one-year inflation expectations fell to 3.1 percent in March

from 3.3 percent in February. Five-year inflation expectations were unchanged at 2.7 percent.

The UK economy contracted at the start of the year due to the restrictions in place to control the pandemic, but the pace of fall was slower than expectations, data from the

Office of National Statistics revealed. Another report from the ONS showed that the January monthly fall in goods imports and exports were the largest monthly falls since

records began in January 1997. Gross domestic product declined 2.9 percent on a monthly basis, reversing an expansion of 1.2 percent in December. However, this was

slower than the 4.9 percent contraction economists' had forecast. January's GDP was 9.0 percent below the levels seen in February 2020, compared with 4.0 percent below

October 2020, data revealed. In January, GDP was down 9.2 percent from the same period last year. The monthly decline in GDP was largely driven by falls in consumer-

facing services industries and education. Services output was down 3.5 percent in January.

Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda said he saw no need to widen an implicit band set for its long-term interest rate target at a policy review in March, stressing the

need to keep borrowing costs low to support a pandemic-ravaged economy. The BOJ caps the 10-year bond yield around zero under a policy dubbed yield curve control

(YCC), and currently allows the benchmark yield to move 40 basis points around its 0% target. Markets have been rife with speculation the BOJ would widen that band and

allow yields to move higher, but Kuroda played down that possibility. “It’s something we will discuss at the (March) review. But I don’t think it’s necessary or appropriate to

sharply widen the band,” Kuroda told parliament. “We need to keep the yield curve stably low” as the economy still suffers the blow from the COVID-19 pandemic, he said. “I

don’t think we need to widen the band.” Expectations of a strong post-pandemic recovery have pushed up global yields including those for Japan, where the 10-year yield has

crept near the BOJ’s implicit 0.2% ceiling.

Eurozone industrial production grew more than expected in January, data from Eurostat revealed on Friday. Industrial production grew 0.8 percent on month, reversing a

slight 0.1 percent drop in December. This was faster than the expected growth of 0.2 percent. On a yearly basis, industrial output gained 0.1 percent, in contrast to

December's 0.2 percent fall and a 2.4 percent drop expected. Data showed that durable and non-durable consumer goods output grew 0.8 percent and 0.6 percent,

respectively. At the same time, energy and capital goods output grew 0.4 percent, each. Production of intermediate goods was up 0.3 percent. While domestic demand looks

set to grow slowly by international standards this year, industrial exporters will benefit from strong growth in foreign demand.
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